'~ ome of you reading this may know me from when we were ..students (1973-76--I was a composition major and guitarist), or from when I was a teacher (1975-83--harmony, arranging , ensembles, and ear training), or from my days as Music Synthesis Department chair , or from more recent days as assistant dean of curriculum for academic technology. As I write this article, I have a new role as vice president for information technology.
Embarking on this new challenge, I looked around to see how much technology has changed our lives over the past 15 years--as musicians and as citizens in society. Innovations such as the compact disc, desktop multitrack digital recorders, MIDI, digital samplers, affordable keyboard workstations, MIDI wind, string, guitar, bass, and percussion controllers, and personal computers have changed how we create, perform, produce, and distribute our music. Fax machines, cellular phones, personal pagers, personal computers, the internet and world wide web, and electronic mail have changed how we access information and communicate with one another.
In 1945 Lawrence Berk set out to create a new type of school to focus on contemporary music and prepare students to face the challenges of the fast-paced music profession. He wanted to build a school which would not only be different, but better. He has been quoted as saying that "each September, we not only start a new year--we start a new school!" I keep this in mind always.
As I begin my new role, I look to ways technology can serve us as we c, ontinue each year to create a new Berklee, a different and better Berklee. We seek to enable students, faculty, and staff to better communicate with one another, and to provide greater access to educational resources for supporting students through their journey to Berklee, their student years, their professional life, and as members of the Berklee alumni community.
For those who are online, I invite you to visit our world wide web site at http://www.berklee.edu/ and to send email to me at dmash@it.berklee.edu. Let's participate in continued dialog, and discuss how we can better take advantage of technology to serve our goals of building a connected, online Berklee community of active musicians, life-long learners, friends, and colleagues.
These are exciting times to be alive, and I feel fortunate to have the opportunity to contribute to the continued growth and success of the college.
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N~'cg.us of not8 from about town and around the world
METHENY AND LABELLE HONORED
This year's academic calendar came to a close on a high note for Berklee's Class of 1996 with a commencement weekend honoring vocalist Patti LaBelle and guitarist/composer Pat Metheny. Their achievements were celebrated at the May 11 commencement concert and again on Sunday, May 12, when they each received honorary doctor of music degrees. After the concert, Pat Metheny said, "It is an incredible honor to be invited to return in this capacity. It is a little overwhelming because it doesn't seem that long ago--although it has been 22 years now--since I taught at Berklee. Whatever the vibe it is that is the Berklee thing has traveled well over the decades. It is hard to know what to say about: the musical tribute. It is so rare to hear my music played by anybody else. Those tunes are such a part of me, it was an unbelievable experience just to sit there and hear everybody playing them."
At the commencement ceremony, President Berk chronicled Patti LaBelle's successful career and the many awards she has received--including a star on Hollywood's "Walk of Fame," a Grammy award, and the Congressional Black Caucus medal. He also praised her untiring efforts for a wide range of charitable organizations:
Nine-time-Grammy winner Pat Metheny was introduced by President Berk as one who has "reshaped the voice of jazz guitar," and added "vibrant, imaginative, and enduring contributions to the jazz repertoire."
Among the personal reflections Metheny shared with graduates as the commencement speaker, was this insight, that "perhaps the most important commitment you can make is to the music fan that lives inside of you. Find out just what it is about music that knocks you out. In that discovery, you'll find most of what you need to know to take you wherever you need to go."
Summing up the weekend's events afterwards, Patti LaBelle stated: "I've been involved in many ceremonies, but never anything like this--I have never received a doctorate. That is something most people will never experience. It is very special. My family members flew up from Georgia and other parts of the country to be here today. This is an honor I won't take for granted."
A 13ERKLEE SAILUTE TO THE
Jazz bassist Milt Hinton, who has taken nearly 40,000 photographs of fellow musicians since the mid-1930s, brought some of his best pictures to Boston in February for an exhibit sponsored by Berklee. The exhibit was part of Berklee's Black Music Celebration during this 50th anniversary year.
Thirty-six photographs hung in the Oliver Room at the Massachusetts Historical Society until the exhibit closed on March 1. On February 13, the 85-year-old Hinton traveled to Boston from his New York City home to give a slide presentation of his photographs and to receive an honorary doctor of music degree from Berklee. The evening ended with a gallery reception and viewing with Hinton.
Nearly 100 people attended the evening's events at the Massachusetts Historical Society, including Berklee students, alnmhi, faculty, staff, trustees, directors of the Historical Society, media representatives, and jazz fans fi~om around the city. Also in attendance were Hinton's wife Mona, and David Berger and Holly Maxson, who have collaborated with Hinton in organizing his photograph collection and in publishing his two books of photographs.
"Milt Hinton continues to be an inspiration as a musician, educator, and photographer," President Lee Eliot Berk said in his remarks before conferring the degree upon Hinton.
Among the photographs Hinton discussed during his slide presentation were images of a forlorn Billie Holiday during her final recording session, a picture of Branford and Wynton Marsalis as teenagers, and a group shot of Hinton's favorite bass players.
The octogenarian Hinton began working as a freelance musician in the late 1920s, and has performed with a long list of jazz greats, including Art Tatum, Cab Calloway, Dizzy Gillespie, Ben Webster, Billie Holiday, Coleman Hawkins, Duke Ellington, John Coltrane, Bassist and photograpl~er Milt Hinton (right) with Lee Eliot Berk after Hinton received Berklee's honorary doctorate. In welcoming the new trustees, Berklee President Lee Eliot Berk stated, "We are pleased that these two individuals who have demonstrated such long-standing dedication to the future of music education have agreed to join our Board of Trustees. As we look toward the next 50 years of the life of our college, we are thrilled to add such accomplished members to our governance body."
ARTISTRY OF MILT HINTON
Vice Chair of the Board at Zildjian, Craigie was also named North American general manager of the company in 1995. She has demonstrated a lengthy commitment to music education by initiating various music scholarship programs, including a scholarship fund at Berklee in the memory of her grandfather, company founder Avedis Zildjian. Additionally, she has worked with Boston music educators to help launch Zildjian's Inner City Program, offering percussion clinics to Boston-area high school and middle school students.
Zildjian earned a master's in education from Boston University, an M.S. in personnel and human resource management from
Jack Coffey
American University, and has studied guitar and piano. 
THE GUITARS OF SUMMER
VALUE OF ENDOWMENT
The size of the endowment of a college is often seen as a measure of the quality of the institution because of the flexibility it provides to meet college needs---crises or opportunities. In a way, an endowment is an insurance policy for a college's future.
Berklee's endowment was created by gifts and funds generated within the college and the reinvestment of income earned by our funds since 1945. A Boston Globe article noted Berklee's endowment had the best growth among New England colleges.
Berklee's conservative policy of spending from endowment, established by our trustees, allows for spending up to three percent of market value each year. This is below the four to five percent spending average of many colleges. It is required to provide for real endowment growth beyond inflation in these relatively early years of our college's life until external giving sources can provide that needed increase.
Many think that because our $70 million endowment is relatively large and well managed, we do not need contributions.
The following may give perspective. In 1995, Harvard's per-student endowment was $393,514, Berklee's was $28,478. Berldee's ranked 172nd in a national survey of the endowments of 308 privately funded colleges. Our endowment is about the average amount for a college Berklee's size.
Because the endowment has so many demands upon it, Berklee must seek alumni, parent, corporate, and foundation support. Overall donor support at Berklee is far below that at most colleges (less than two percent of total revenues). As a young school with many international alumni, we do not have a long tradition of external giving. Therefore, we must continue to allow for a portion of the return from the endowment to be reinvested to provide for Berklee's future needs.
Presently, we are making many improvements to the college which have been paid for by borrowing. Total outstanding debt is approximately $21 million, and is projected to reach $45 million in coming years as we complete facility upgrades, wiring campus networks, and keep pace with contemporary music and educational technology. The debt is repaid from operating funds while we try to:
improve financial aid amid federal cutbacks, meet new staffing needs to support academic technology, and cover maintenance costs of new facilities.
Berklee has remained strong in a period of demographic declines in potential students. Because of our attractive contemporary music programs, we are well positioned to increase enrollment as demographic and economic conditions improve. Our investments are solid. Though we have used endowment returns to meet operating budgets, those amounts have been modest. Increasing the endowment through institutional advancement efforts will enable us to increase endowment spending on scholarships and. capital improvements.
Thanks to Berklee's strong endowment, we are not asking our donors to giw.~ to charity, but rather to invest in music education. This will keep the college strong and enable us continue to prepare talented, innovative students for successful careers in music. This will :further increase the value of a Berklee education for past and future generations.
--Dave Hornfischer, Vice President for Administration and Finance and Treasurer
Summer 1996
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THE MASTER'S PROGRAM TWO YEARS LATER
Berklee's first foray into graduate education, the cooperative master of music degree in jazz studies, started two years ago and the first graduates of the program have received their degrees. Berklee entered into this agreement with the Boston Conservatory during the 1993-94 school year and the first two students entered jazz performance courses in the fall of 1994. By the fall of 1995, offerings expanded to include two other options--jazz composition and jazz pedagogy--and enrollment grew to 10 students.
Although Berklee plays an assisting role in this program (under the current charter, the college cannot grant graduate degrees), there are distinct benefits derived from this arrangement. Half of the 32 required credits are taught by Berklee faculty. The conservatory awards credit, maintains student records, and issues the degree itself, and rounds out the curriculum by offering courses in their area of specialization.
Graduate training has always been a doorway to teaching in post-secondary institutions.
While most American universities require the doctoral degree for full-time employment, many community colleges hire full-time instructors with a master's degree. As well, recent specifications by the Massachusetts Department of Education state that K-12 teachers should have a master's degree for standard certification.
In the cooperative Berklee-Boston Conservatory graduate program, the composition emphasis expands the student's strengths in jazz writing ar~d related topics of form and orchestration. Through instruction in traditional and jazz composition, the sindents refine their skills to develop, evaluate, edit, and orchestrate their musical ideas. The pedagogy emphasis provides the student with the skills necessary to teach in a variety of areas within a school or college jazz studies program. There is special focus on developing strengths in arranging, performance, improvisation, al~d teaching methods. The performance emphasis increases students' performance skills through private lessons, improvisation, and ensemble experiences. The curriculum prepares graduates for professional performance ;as well as teaching positions related to jazz performance. In conjunction, Berklee is working with Kao to produce a CDCROM project showcasing various careers in multimedia titled "Virtual Vocations." The project, which is scheduled for completion this summer, combines the musical talents of students enrolled in Berklee's interactive multimedia class with the multimedia authoring skills of Berklee's digital media development employees.
Kao's Director of Human Resources, Bill Grovetant, has found the collaboration to have many benefits. "Kao's partnership with Berklee has allowed us to create a quality product by tapping into the creative talent and multimedia acumen which you don't find at many colleges," he said. "We are very excited about working with Berklee, and we are pleased that the Kao scholarship will support continued student involvement with multmedia." Doug Roerden, media development specialist at Berklee, expressed similiar sentiments:
"The CD-ROM offers our students a tool for practical training in multimedia, and will provide an excellent introduction to new careers in new media for high school and college students."
Berklee's partnership with Kao Infosystems began in the fall of 1995 when the company made a gift to the college of 5,000 CDs to be packaged with the college's history, Berklee: The First Fifty Years.
GOIN" UP
When Bill Bresnahan reaches over to pick up the guitar, you know you're going to hear what he calls "a little piece of business," a finely polished jazz gem, played with subtlety and swing. His goal as a teacher has always been to pass on these gems and tips he picked up from the masters. After 25 years of teaching for Berklee's Guitar Department, Bres (as he is fondly known by his peers and students) retired in May.
Bres attended the original Schillinger House in the 1950s on the G.I. Bill. The entire student body at the time numbered about forty, and he was one of only two guitar students at the school studying with Ted Simonelli. There was only one big band at the school then, but there was also a "combo ensemble." Bres remembers that the teacher, Pete Cutler--who could play in 7/8 time while talking-would sit at the piano surrounded by students. Each student would take a turn soloing.
Bres remembers that as he took his turn, he thought he was doing okay, but after hearing a tape of the session, his perspective changed. "God protects us from knowing how badly we play," he says. "When I heard the tape I was shocked!" Cutler's encouraging assessment was simply, "So you just have to practice."
Bill Bresnahan: A Bill Leavitt protege, retiring after 25 years.
COUNTRY
Bres was looking for more structure in his guitar studies when he ran into Bill Leavitt and was impressed watching him read through parts at a band rehearsal. Lawrence Berk later brought Leavitt onto the Berklee faculty.
In his years of study with Leavitt, not only did Bres find the structure he was seeking, but he was also introduced to the Boston music scene. He went to all the clubs where Leavitt played to listen and learn. Leavitt got Bres his first club gig backing up singers. When Leavitt became the chairman of Berklee's Guitar Department, Bres was one of the first instructors he hired.
Bres can look back on a long and rich teaching and performing career. His musical path has led him to become acquainted with some of the finest players in the business. He and the late Wes Montgomery became good friends. One of his fondest memories is of a day in a local club when Wes Montgomery said to him, "I want you to go up and play a couple of tunes for my birthday." Bres went up and sat in with Montgomery's rhythm section, including the great Wynton Kelly.
Looking back on his years at Berklee, Bres states, "It seems like it went by very fast--until the final weeks. Then it was kind of like the week before Christmas when you are a kid." Bres looks forward to life at his new home in New Hampshire where he plans to pursue his many other interests like running, hiking, target shooting (he says it's great for developing focus), expanding his laser disc collection, and learning more about animal rights.
Berklee has been fortunate to have a teacher like Bres for the past quarter of a century, passing on the rich heritage of jazz guitar to new generations of guitar students. Many of the great modern players have pentatonics at their command and melodic disposal. The book orovides a practical yet creative approach to assimilating pentatonics into your melodic musical reservoir. The author has taught this method over many years and it has proven ~o be very successful. Chord changes are included for C Concert, Bã nd E~, instruments. The accompanying recording has been design.ed for use in conjunction with the text. There are 18 tunes for you to play along with, featuring Renato Chicco on piano, Dave Santoro on bass and Adam Nussbaum on drums, plus eight demonstration tracks performed by the author on tenor sax. also available
VOL. IL "MELODIC STRUCTURES"
A step by step method for learning to play over chord changes. (96 page book w/CD) $ 29.95 -fhe system presented in this volume provides a tangible pathway to inside the creative imagination by getting inside harmony, inside the changes. There are nine tunes to play along with, each played at a slow and then medium tempo, plus 12 demonstration tracks performed by the author on piano and/or tenor saxophone. Chord changes and examples are transposed for all instruments.
GALA CELEBRATION...
On Saturday evening, October 19, Berklee will celebrate the second annual Encore Gala at the Harvard Club of Boston.
Twenty top faculty and student ensembles will present performances in a range of contemporary musical styles--jazz, gospel, blues, rock, big band, reggae, bluegrass, and more--in eight nightclub settings. A silent auction featuring treasures ranging from autographed guitars to one-ofa-kind works of art will go on throughout the evening.
Last year's gala raised over $100,000, with proceeds benefiting the Berklee City Music (BCM) program, a program which assists at-risk Boston youth. BCM reinforces the college potential of talented Boston high school students through the summer performance program and year-round mentoring.
For sponsorship opportunities, call Director of Corporate Relations Beverly Tryon, at (617) 366-1400, extension 660.
INCREASE INCOME AND REDUCE TAXES
The Berklee Plan can help you reduce income taxes, capital gains taxes, gift and estate taxes. How does it work? You transfer assets to Berklee for free professional management. You will then receive income for life, and the college owns the assets. You reduce tax on capital gains and can claim a 1996 charitable deduction.
For information on the plan, call Vice President of Institutional Advancement John Collins at (617) 266-1400, extension 450. 
FACULTY NOTES
B
n a recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, experts voiced concern over dwindling enrollments of foreign students at American colleges and universities, placing the national average at three percent. In stark contrast to that trend, Berklee's Office of the Registrar reported that for the spring semester international students accounted for a whopping 40 percent of the student body.
"Berklee has always had a high profile with international students," says Larry Monroe, associate vice president for international programs at Berklee. "From the start, Lawrence Berk was devoted to making Berklee an international place of learning. Even back then, the Voice Fulbright scholar Ignace Ntirushwamaboko, his wife Marianne, and sons Christopher (left) and Christian (right) of America would broadcast jazz by Berklee players in Europe, building Berklee's reputation over the airwaves as the place to study popular music." Since then, Berklee has developed a reputation as a place where players from around the world could communicate in the international language of music.
Unlike American students, getting accepted to the college is only half of a foreign student's battle. In addition to financial issues and a paper chase with the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, hundreds of foreign students make a calculated risk pulling up roots and coming to Boston to pursue their musical dream. Not surprisingly, some students have lived epic tales in their journey to Boston. "I walked 100 kilometers in these shoes," says singer/songwriter and keyboard player Ignace Ntirushwamaboko, pointing to a pair of once-white leather sneakers, tattered along the perilous path that stretched between war-torn Rwanda and the refugee camps in Zaire. Enroute, Ignace and his family witnessed the unbelievable brutality of the 11994 conflict between the Tutsis and Hums.
A radio journalist, Ignace was forced to flee Rwanda when the capital fell. The ill-equipped Rwandan army urged the population to flee, and led a mass exodus to Zaire. "There were a million people in the street," Ignace recalls, still amazed two years later.
During the dangerous trek with his then-pregnant wife Marianne and their young son Christian, the family somehow eluded the gunfire which killed many around them. Even as he stepped over bodies, Ignace's faith in God gave him the hope that his family would survive.
Ignace had the same conviction that they would somehow make it to Boston, and Berklee. He had been accept-
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ed almost a year before his escape. At a refugee camp set up on a runway in Goma, Zaire, he managed to get the attention of Voice of America journalist Larry James, on assignment in the region. Through the efforts of James, the U.S. Information Agency, Berklee, and the Fulbright program, Ignace received a Fulbright scholarship, a student visa, and the chance for a new beginning for himself and his family. Now a second-year student, Ignace is writing songs inspired by his experience. Sometimes, although the student may have filled all necessary qualifications for entry into Berklee, political red tape can keep him or her from entering the United States.
"Despite much effort on the part of the student and the college," says Luca Benedetti, international advisor in the Office of Admissions, "in some countries the consulate will choose not to give the student a visa. Undeterred, many of these students will keep trying."
This begs the question why foreign students flock here in such numbers, despite a morass of complicated forms and financial and political obstacles. According to Ignace, Berklee was the logical choice of the many schools he considered for some of the most obvious reasons. "Berklee was the first college to respond to my inquiries, and had the best choices of majors and classes in the catalog. I saw the list of musicians that studied at Berklee and they were people I listened to in Rwanda." Jorge Farall, a student from Argentina, echoes, "If you're into music, you read everything you can about your favorite musicians," he says. "I found that my favorites--Al DiMeola, Steve Vai, and Joe Zawinul went to Berklee."
Another reason Berklee is so popular abroad, according to Monroe, is that Berldee gains many students who have exhausted opportunities in their own countries, or who lack the resources to study music in their homelands. If the musicians can't make it to Berklee, Berklee will eventually make it to them. The international outreach programs are a big factor in Berklee's appeal abroad. Since 1985, Monroe has directed Berklee's "On the Road" programs which bring faculty members to Germany, Italy, Japan, Argentina, and elsewhere for clinics and scholarship auditions.
Thirty-six-yearold Argentinean Farall won a partial tuition scholarship at an "On the Road" audition tour. A pianist and MIDI enthusiast, he had exhausted the music education resources available to him in Buenos Aires. The scholarship afforded him the chance to come to Berklee and Boston with his wife. In his switch to music, he left behind the promise of a career as a pediatrician. "I don't think I had the nerve to handle being a pediatrician and seeing people suffer," he says.
Despite Farall's strong desire to study music, the decision to turn his back on a medical career was difficult. Like many in Argentinean society, his parents--both physicians~don't view music as a career. This made him seriously ponder his choice. Looking back on it he laughs, "When people back home ask what you do for a living, and you say you're a musician, they say 'yes, but what do you work at?'" When he receives his degree a year from now, Jorge plans to work as a private teacher, and compose and arrange for musical theater.
Like Farall, Negui Capriles also gave up a career to study further. Though she was first trombonist and codirector of Los Melodicos, one of Venezuela's hottest big bands, which her father leads, Negui had grown tired of living on a tour bus and playing until 4:00 a.m. Her ambition is to compose and lead a less hectic life.
"I was at the top of the ladder in what I was doing, and really couldn't get much further with the band," Caprilles states. "I wanted to create and have the opportunity not to play, but to arrange and compose for Los Melodicos and other bands. I needed the tools to be a more complete musician." Like Jorge Farall, Negui experienced familial pressure to remain in Negui also hopes one day to raise a family--something which is nearly impossible on the road. "Becoming an arranger would allow me to have a home life," she says. It was difficult to leave financial independence behind and become a student, relying on my parents again." ]Economic recession in Venezuela has made her budget even more tight than when she enrolled at Berklee three years ago. "Last year, inflation in Venezuela was up 300 percent. This year, it rose another 100 percent. It costs me maybe 15 times as much to study now." While Berklee's international numbers are healthy, it is a continual effort to keep attracting international students. Inflation and currency devaluations leave students who formerly could afford to enroll for four years scraping to pay for two. Nevertheless, they continue to come despite the financial hardship. Capriles says, "There are no schools like Berklee in Venezuela. People are taking the risk now, because if their home economy gets worse, they might not have the chance later. I know many who come to Berklee with whatever they have, apply for' scholarships, and gig as much as possible. Studying here is an investment. Going back to Venezuela with a degree from Berklee, you can do very well."S ummer 1996
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Primetime Tunes
Composer Alf Clausen '66 is riding high underscoring "The Simpsons"
by Mark L. Small "73 yf inding through Coldwater Canyon in Beverly, Hills /~' with Alf Clausen 66 on the way to a "Simpsons" spotting session, the conversation is wide ranging. By nature Alf is good humored, erudite, and unpretentious to a point belying his stature as one of Hollywood's top TV composers. Traffic lights illustrated the subtext of our discussion of his bio: Alf's arrival as composer was also not without inconvenient pauses. He recalls when the celebrated series "Moonlighting" ended in 1989 after a four-year run and six Emmy nominations for Alf. He says it's part of the business--riding high one day and then, boom, unemployed for seven months. However, when one door closes, it seems a better one always opens for Alf.
His 18 years of persistent dues paying while seeking his break as a composer is a lesson in forbearance. When he came to Hollywood in 1967, he freelanced as a teacher, a bassist, music copyist, ghost composer, arranger-whatever put food on the
14
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To date, Alf has been composer and/or orchestrator, and/or conductor for 28 films, 24 TV series, and 24 movies of the week, and arranger/music director for several popular variety shows. He has received seven ASCAP awards for composition, 13 Emmy nominations, and numerous other recognitions.
The 150th episode of the "The Simpsons" recently aired in 70 countries. The show airs six nights in the U.S. A new CD of "Simpsons" music provides confirmation that Alf's contribution to American popular culture is no joke.
When did you know you would become a composer?
It was such a gradual growth, that I can't remember one conscious decision to go into that profession. As a student at North Dakota State University, I found it difficult to get answers to questions I had about the entertainment industry there. I remember getting a copy of Henry Mancini's Sounds and Scores, a popular book in the early 1960s about arranging and how it applied to film. I found the book to be a revelation about movie music from the composer/arranger's standpoint. My instructors didn't have a complete handle on what this was about.
How did you connect with Berklee?
While I was earning my B.A. in music theory, I was taking the Berklee correspondence course to learn about jazz and how to write big band music. One of my instructors took a new position at the University of Wisconsin, and suggested I come down there to work on my master's degree. Their French horn instructor was John Barrows who had been a New York studio player who played on the Miles Davis/Gil Evans records and others. I ended up hating it there. The attitude there very anti-jazz. The jazz band wasn't even allowed to rehearse on campus. Barrows and I also knocked heads over a bunch of things. I became frustrated. I quit the university and came to Berklee.
What were your impressions when you first arriw3d?
At that time, there were a lot of professional musicians who would come off the road for more schooling. The level of the musicianship was amazing. It was so inspiring to be caught up in that intensity. There had never been a French horn player at Berklee, so the minute they found I played it, I was put into every ensemble I could possibly play in to add new colors. Herb Pomeroy put me in his recording band and I am on sonae Jazz in the Classroom records. I played all the time.
Who were your most influential teachers?
There were a lot of magnificent teachers--Bill Maloof, Dick Bobbitt, John Bavicchi, Bob Share---each had his own strong suit. Herb Pomeroy had something that cannot be defined. It was a way of getting to the heart and soul of the m~sic very quickly. I was fascinated by that. I remember him rehearsing some very difficult pieces with the recording band. It seemed like the music would never come together. Then we'd begin playing the piece and something would[ start happening in the room. You could feel this spirit start to rise up out of the music. I looked at the guy next to me and he was feeling it too. We got into it deeper and deeper, and the whole band was playing as one unit, going somewhere we hadn't been before. It was spooky, but moving. When we got done, everyone just looked around wondering what just happened. Herb had this smile on his face that said, "yeah, that's what it is all about."
What was the first door that opened up for you in L.A. ?
When I first got to town in 1967, I was doing a nun~Lber of things--playing casuals, teaching, doing music copying. It took a long time to get hired as a writer. I did a lot of piecemeal ghost writing. I would write a number for a Vegas act here, a jingle there, perhaps an arrangement for a record. All these things together kept me going. The first real break I got was as an arranger with the "Donny and Marie" show in 1976.
I got a panic call from my friend, pianist Tommy Wolf, who was a special material writer for the Osmonds show. He said the music director Tommy Oliver needed a last-minute chart by the next day. I stayed up all night and cranke, d it out. The next day around 11:00 a.m. I got a call from Tommy Oliver saying I did a great job. He asked me to be an arranger on the show. Every week he gave me more and more to
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write. By the end of the season I was arranging the show's finales, which were about 400 bars long. It was one of those jobs with a one day or a day and a half turnaround. I'd be up all night and the copyists were picking my chart up at four in the morning. The next season, Oliver decided not to come back, and I was asked to be the music director for the show's third season.
A variety show must have been a great training ground for the various styles you are called upon to write in for "The Simpsons."
After the "Donny and Marie" show," I did a year of the "Mary Tyler Moore Variety Series" on CBS, and had ghosted for other shows. Not only was it a great training for various styles, but it was the best place to !jearn to make changes on the stand. You might fi-hd out that the choreographer and rehearsal pianist want changes in your chart. You and all the musicians are in the studio with the clock ticking and you have to chop up the chart and still make music out of it.
So you learn to think on your feet and communicate with an orchestra. You are recomposing on the stand, and learning to work under pressure.
You had a hiatus after "Moonlighting" ended in 1989 before your hiring for "The Simpsons" in 1990. How did the new connection happen?
I was talking to a friend of mine lamenting my state. He gave me a tip about "The Simpsons." I had been so busy with "Moonlighting" for years. The series was considered a classic piece of television, you come off of that feeling pretty good, and then the phone stops ringing. It is a part of the business everyone has to deal with whether you are a cameraman, actor, or composer. You can get into the depths of self doubt when it happens.
You must have seen a lot of changes in postproduction technology over the course of your years in the business.
I don't think I could have done either "Moonlighting" or "The Simpsons" without Auricle [time calculation and synchronization software]. It is great when changes need to be made. Before, if a last minute change happened, you would have to wait while the music editor physically put new streamers and punches on the film. Now, after a few keystrokes, they are in the right place and on you go.
Otherwise, I still work in the old-fashioned way. I write at an acoustic piano with a drafting board on the front, and pencils, erasers, and a straightedge. I have a monitor and a VCR that will play picture and time code hooked up to the 
What is your weekly schedu~'e like?
Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m to 11:30 p.m. I am writing. Friday morni~.g, before I go to the spotting session, there is a brief recovery time, but sometimes I may still have cues to write if I didn't finish on Thursday. On Friday, the spotting session is at 2:00 p.m., and the recording session goes from 7:00 to 11:00 p.m. I try to keep Saturday and Sunday off.
When you begin to write, what comes first--a melody, a texture, or a chord sound?
Each cue is different, so I can't say if I think of a melody or a harmonic structure first. Many times if there are determined cues--like if Homer is angry and marching over to someone's house--I will center the cue on the pace of his footsteps, and figure out the tempo and the groove. Next, I might approach it from a harmonic standpoint and think of "what will illustrate his anger in that tempo. Many times the melody may come last. It is the mood of the cue that exists first, but sometimes a melody will come first, each cue is different.
Some of the cues on the show are simply a whole-note chord. Are these fairly easy to come up with?
I have a large repertoire of single-chord emotions that I have worked out--happy, depressed, angry, hurt, sad--but they are never quite the same. The character might be a little less sad, or whimsical and sad at the same time. There are times when I have spent two or three hours working on three bars of music. As I play the piano I might be thinking this is sad, but too much so, this is angry but it's too nasty. It is a weird process of elimination in trying to find the right combination of notes to convey the emotion.
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When you do research to write in a certain style of music--one episode called for a klezmer cue--how much time can you give it?
About 20 minutes. Part of the charm of this job has been learning to distill the essence of a musical style in a very short period of time. Someone on the production team says they'd like a cue to be like a klezmer piece, but they might not know what that consists of. Production assistants get me clips or CDs and I will listen to a few tracks and figure out what makes klezmer have that sound. Then I make a spur of the moment decision about what makes it seem like klezmer to these people.
It is a very interesting study because what klezmer means to you or me may not be the sarfie as what it means to someone without a musical background. Having to compose something that is harmonically, melodically, and orchestrationally correct knowing that I still have 25 or 30 cues left to write makes me distill pretty quickly.
What are some of the more unusual things you've been called upon to write?
The whole musical palette exists on this series. My background as a legitimately trained French horn player familiar with concert band and symphonic literature, loving rock and roll and r&b in high school, becoming a jazz bassist, working weddings, bar mitzvahs, and backing singers in shows, knowing thousands of tunes from playing trio gigs--gives me a lot to draw on. It all comes back. In the spotting session today they asked for a cue sounding like a society band playing at a country club. I knew instantly what I'd do for that.
As a copyist, I worked on projects for many great composers. Generally copying is not something that is tremendously challenging creatively, but I find sometimes late at night as I am thinking about what to do on a cue, somebody's score that I copied 20 years ago will flash in front of me. I start remembering what Lalo Schiffi:in did with the high strings and soprano sax doubling the lead violin way above the staff, and how it gave a real intense angst. Boom, my inspiration is there. It is weird how that happens.
Given the incredible pressure on a TV series composer, what is it that makes you love this very hard work so much?
On~ a television job, the instant gratification part is; amazing. I can write this relatively large amount of music then record it and hear it the same week. I can take a piece of film with a certain emotion, and then I have the power to make that emotion go any number of ways through the music. If I am astute enough to pull out the correct emotion, and if my craft is good enough to enhance that emotion, the music can make it 10 times deeper than it is on the film alone.
When I take the music to the studio with the right players who are getting the right feel in the studio, it can put goose bumps on your arm. It goes on tape like that and is preserved. Ten years later, I can listen to that cue and the goose bumps will happen in exactly the same place. I have contributed something meaningful and I can preserve it.
I am very blessed, how many other jobs can you say that about? It makes all those years of playing casuals and copying music until 3:00 a.m. worth it.
Wt~at is next for you?
Who knows? The funny part about this business is: that a phone call can change your life. ~1
Berklee t o d a y
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Winds of Cha~nl~e
New demographics, retail outlets, and pricing signal a reorientation for the record biz by Peter
Alhadeff "92 C assettes are out, CDs are in. Baby boomers are up, teenagers are down, and women seem to be buying more recorded music than ever before. These are some of the emerging trends which will affect the styles of music on the airwaves and in the stores, and the strategies of those in the record business trying to connect with music consumers as we head into the 21st century.
A recent survey indicates that during the decade between 1985-95, the time people spent listening to recorded music grew at a faster rate than time spent enjoying any other entertainment media except home video. Moreover, per capita spending on recorded music is still relatively low, which suggests room for further growth. [See Veronis, Suhler, & Associates, in Music & Copyright, Dec. 20, 1995, p. 5; also The Economist, Dec. 21, 1993, page 4.] This consumption boom for recorded music products has been underwritten by significant shifts in the music marketplace. Older age groups are buying more music, there is a gender reorienation of the market towards women, and purchases of music are happening less and less at the traditional record store. These shifts are detailed on table I on the next page.
It is becoming apparent that teenagers are no
Peter Alhadeff is member of the Music Business~Management Department faculty and associate editor of Musica Pro, a new bimonthly magazine focusing on the Latin music market.
longer the backbone of the business, as they were in the 1960s and 1970s. Today, baby boomers virtually dominate the U.S. population pyramid. As their ages range between 32 and 50, they guarantee a more even spread in the consumption of music. There has been a relative decline in the market share of teenage music forms since 1990. These forms include rock, pop/easy listening, urban contemporary, and rap. Country music has been growing in importance in the market place. Its increased popularity with consumers--most in their 20s and 30s--presents further evidence of the broader demographic trends that are playing upon the music market. In turn, the proportional rise of women in total consumption is probably a contributing factor in the decline of the traditional record store, as is suggested by the increased market share in total music purchases at other outlets such as department and discount stores.
The golden years
Seen from the perspective of the record labels, the years between 1990-95 were indeed golden. Sales performance was so impressive that the slowdown of 1995 was to an extent: inevitable (see Reports, 1990-95 in 1993 to 18.3% in 1994. This sounds good, yet there are some worrisome trends, and these become apparent when one studies recorded music prices closely. A closer look at recorded music prices is made difficult due to the the fact that labels do not wish to make price information public. The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), for example, mantains that is bound by confidentiality agreements with the labels, and cannot divulge unit wholesale prices.. Soundscan (the computer system at the record store cash register which monitors purchase data) has the capability to track retail prices nationwide, but has not been utilized for that purpose yet.
Nevertheless, it is possible to construct a price series of recorded music 
Falling prices
It is readily apparent that prices are falling overall. And the downward trend is dramatic when prices are corrected for the rate of inflation. course, is common in economics. A nominal price index measures observable price change. A real price index measures true price change--figuring in the inflation rate. In both cases, the method used to calculate these price indices is the same. An annual average is computed for all recorded music prices with each format being weighed by its market share. CD prices, for example, receive heavier weights than cassette prices because they are more important to the market. The average of 1990 is then referenced to the number 100 for convenience so percentage price changes can be read at a glance from one year to the next. The prices of recorded music products are not keeping up with the cost of living. It can also be shown that they are not keeping up with other entertainment industries. This tendency is aggravated by an unprecedented price war among retailers, that has wreaked havoc .for the past two years: Best Buy, Circuit City, and other department stores have been cutting fiercely into the profit margins of music retailers by selling records cheap in a bid to attract customers for electronic or other gear. Last year witnessed, for example, the so-called "largest bankruptcy of the music industry," the demise of Wherehouse chain in Torrance, CA.
Future possibilities
As retailers buy product from the labels, they will require more consideration from them to recoup their diminishing profit margins, and conflict between the two will increase. Retailers may demand easier handling by the labels on returned merchandise, and labels may be unwilling to comply. Continuing lower prices may be good for the consumer now, but they might also bring about variable pricing policies embraced by both labels and retailers in the future. Such policies would seek to maximize takings by raising the price of megastar releases and lowering them on catalog products. The overall effect would probably be detrimental to the consumer making the U.S. become more like the European market for recorded music. In Europe there is more price differentiation, but records are Finally, in their desire to correct a movement away from disequilibrium, labels might engage in price setting collusive practices, opening the business to intervention by the Federal Trade Commission. Four of the major labels have already threatened to cut accounts or curtail advertising income to retailers who do not respect Minimum Advertised Price (MAP) policies.
It is safe to say that music prices in the U.S. need not fall much further. Despite last year's slowdown, demand is generally firm and there is more room to tap consumer spending on music. The industry is relying increasingly on affluent age groups, nevertheless following loss-leader price strategies and underpricing itself relative to the consumer price index. The U.S. may be the most affordable music market in the world.
It is time to reappraise costs. More attention needs to be paid to the pricing of recorded music by everyone in the industry. There is no evidence that rock bottom prices last year boosted demand. A corrective backlash though hard on consumers and disruptive to markets, is necessary. It would benefit artists, whose royalties are calculated on suggested retail prices, and the industry as a whole. N
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Other Dominants
Alternate approaches to dominant chord substitutions by Jeff Friedman "79 M ost jazz musicians are familiar with the technique of making dominant tritone substitutions. This practice has its roots in bebop and has become a mainstay of our harmonic vocabulary. A less familiar form of dominant substitution by minor thirds is sometimes available to players and writers. The symmetric diminished dominant scale, and its attendant harmonies and voicings, makes this substitution possible.
Symmetric diminished harmonies and voicings have long held the interest of writers and performers. The musician most commonly associated with this sound is Duke Ellington. Duke's use of these techniques can be traced back to the late 1920s. The music of Charles Mingus, Thelonious Monk, Thad Jones, and Gil Evans, among others, also demonstrates the use of symmetric diminished harmonies and voicings.
The mechanics
Diminished seventh chords contain two tritones (see example 1). Using the principle of tritone substitution, each tritone can be interpreted as two dominant seventh chords (see example 2). Example 3 shows that when the original diminished seventh chord (the recombined tritones) is analyzed in terms of the roots of the
Guitarist Jeff Friedman '79 is an associate professot in the Jazz Composition Department and has written arrangements for Carla Bley, Steve
Lacy, Karl Berger, and others. dominant seventh chords, the result is four complete dominant seventh flat 9 voicings.
Example 3 also shows that the dominant seventh roots outline a diminished seventh chord. Because a diminished seventh chord is a symmetrical structure, all of its adjacent notes being a minor third apart, the dominant seventh chords derived from a diminished seventh chord will have a similar symmetrical relationship. By inverting a diminished seventh chord, we see that any of its chord tones can be interpreted as the chord's root; thus allowing for the substitution of diminished seventh chords by minor thirds (see example 4). By moving the dominant roots by minor thirds under the diminished structure, we find that minor third substitution of dominant symmetric diminished structures is also possible (again, see example 3).
The scales
There are two symmetric diminished scales derived by joining the two diminished seventh chords that comprise the diminished roots and the dominant roots (see example 5a and example 5b). These scales are sometimes called "combination diminished" or "double diminished". Example 5a, which begins on a dominant root and follows a half-step/whole-step interval configuration, is used for dominant seventh chords. Example 5b, which begins on a diminished root and follows a whole-step/half-step interval configuration, is used for diminished seventh chords. Note that from any scale member there exists another scale member a minor third away. Thus, we can move a root by minor thirds under a dominant symmetric diminished voicing (see example 6), or we can move a dominant symmetric diminished voicing by minor thirds over a dominant root (example 7) because all of the transpositions stay in the scale. The resulting voicings might reflect an incomplete version of the basic chord, but will contain only notes that are in the symmetric diminished scale, thus forming a usable voicing of the chord. The following discussion of voicing techniques should further clarify this point.
The voicings
Symmetric diminished voicings are voicings derived through the vertical combination of notes from symmetric diminished scales. As with other interval based chord scale approaches to voicing, in principle, any combination of available notes from the scale will result in a usable voicing, i.e., a voicing that expresses the functional character of the harmonic situation. This technique might yield voicings that do not explicitly express the chord sound, since they may not contain the third or the seventh of the
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chord. These incomplete voicings, sometimes called hybrids, have an ambiguous character that in certain situations can be very effective. In practice, there are some interval combinations that work better than others, and some that should be avoided. In all situations, stylistic context and your musical sense of right and wrong should be the final arbiter.
Things to consider when constructing these voicings include the range of the lead note, the size of the voicing, and perhaps most important of all, the interval content of the voicing. Approaches to interval content might include conveying the character of a specific interval type, such as voicings in 4ths or 2nds (clusters), the use of a mixture of intervals from the scale. Mixed interval voicings enable a writer or player to exert control over the relative "richness" of voicings. By observing the location of dissonance in a scale (the half-steps), one can create rich voicings by including the dissonance, or consonant voicings by avoiding the dissonance. Since each of the two symmetric diminished scales contain four half-steps, they are especially well suited to mixed interval voicing techniques.
The blues
Example 8 shows four-part symmetric diminished upper structure triad wficings, with substitutions, in a basic blues context. Each voicing contains a scale dissonance expressed as a major seventh.
Note that the symmetric diminished scale for the 17 chord is a halfstep higher than the symmetric diminished scale for the IV7 chord, and a half-step lower than the symmetric diminished scale for the V7 chord. Therefore, moving any I7 symmetric diminished voicing down a half-step will result in a IV7 voicing. Moving a I7 voicing up a halfstep will yield a V7 voicing.
I hope this article gives your approach to dominant seventh chord.,; some extra miles. Once you ihave digested these techniques, how about trying some augmented sev-. enth substitutions by whole steps:, major thirds, and tritones using the: whole tone scale? That's another story for another time.
~1
Berklee t o d a y 23 As I write this column, the May 30 alumni seminar is fast approaching. Entitled "Music Supervision From All Angles," it will be cohosted by Berklee and the National Academy of Songwriters. The format will be a panel discussion and the moderator will be Barbara Jordan, a songwriter, music supervisor, publisher, and current Berklee faculty member. Included among the panelists, who are all prominent in the field of film and TV music, is David Grossman "79, V.P of Television Music for Viacom Entertainment/ Paramount Pictures.
Alum n o t e s
In the category of interesting combinations.., keyboardist Jeff L0rber "71 led the back-up band and provided arrangements for Herb Alpert's recent performance at the House of Blues, while ex-Cars guitarist Elli0tt East0n '73 recreated John Fogerty's "swamp" guitar parts in a Creedence Clearwater Revisited concert at the Greek Theatre. As for other alumni in the news . . . among the winners of ASCAP's 1996 film and televsion awards were composers Howard Shore "68 (Seven), Ed Alton "76 ("The Single Guy"), and AIf Clausen '66 ("The Simpsons"). WE'VE ALL SAID IT BEFORE... "I wish I'd known this when I was starting out!" There is no substitute for the exchange of ideas that can take place between a student and a professional. An opportunity awaits all Berklee alumni wishing to share hardwon music career experience with current students. The Berklee Career Network brings students and alumni together for learning and sharing.
To get involved, check the box on the Alumnotes form (page 34) and information will be sent to you. Please specify your areas of expertise and how often you wish to be c6ntacted by students. Your right to privacy will always be respected. We look forward to hearing from you. Career Development Coordinator (617) 
FULL
For Gene Joly '73, seeing the Beatles on the "Ed Sullivan Show" in the early 1960s made an impact that set the course for his career. Like many of the baby boomer generation, the appeal of the four Liverpudlians influenced him to buy his first guitar. Nowadays his work involves being on the other end of such transactions. As president and chief operating officer of Boston's successful E.U. Wurlitzer Music and Sound chain, Joly has completed the circle. A nationally respected figure in the music products and retail industries, he is also a member of Berldee's board of trustees and the board of directors for the National Association of Music Merchants.
Joly had played in garage bands before entering Berklee in 1972. "Music had become an all-consuming passion," he remembers. "The college has changed quite a bit since I attended though. Back then it was very jazz oriented--I was always a rocker. I walked in with my solid body guitar and everybody else had these big bodied jazz guitars. At first I felt a little out of place, but ended up learning more in my first year than I had in the previous eight. I wasn't able to finish Berklee because of family problems. My parents were both sick and I had to help take care of the family. "I had been willing to starve to be a musician, but by the late 1970s I had a wife and three kids. I assessed my marketable skills and music retailing seemed to be the way I could support them and stay in the industry." Over 21 years ago Joly began in the warehouse at Wurlitzer's store at the corner of Newbury St. and Mass. Ave.
"When I started, I worked in sales for five years and then started doing some of the buying and advertising work," Joly says. "I kept trying to find ways to improve the business. I wrote a training manual for employees, and took some business courses." Joly ultimately earned his degree in marketing from Bentley College. He became part of Wurlitzer's management staff in the early 1980s and was named company president in 1985.
In 1994 Joly was appointed to Berklee's board of trustees. "Berklee CIRCLE has been interwoven in my life over the past 24 years," Joly says. "I am very excited with what the college has done in. recent years--especially the way it has embraced technology. There'. is a real sense of pride among the students today. These kids are real pros. Their self image is very professional[ and they regard the college highly. That is not by accident; there has been a lot of wise administrative planning. AS a trustee I see what is being worked on, and I see very exciting times ahead."
As a trustee, Joly has helped to facilitate equipment loans and gifts from key manufacturers. "They realize they are getting involved with an institution "which is in the process of inventing a type of university that has never existed before," he says. "This type of loan arrangement is not the type of thing companies can do with a lot of institutions, but Berklee is really the only one that matters. With 40 percent of the student population being international, companies reach users all over the world by getting involved with Berklee.
"Our culture has never been more musically oriented," he says. "It is a great time to be in the music industry. Top manufacturers are outdoing each other desit;ning new products and reinventing how things are done.
"][~houg[h my playing time is limited, I stiI1 have a free-form improvistional band with a few of my friends, and :my guitar playing is the best it's ever been."~1 Gene Joly "73, president of Boston's E.U. Wurlitzer Music and Sound.
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